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into.care® aims to track every 
performed care task and supports care 
organisations in controlling EBITDA. 
This is the story of Rotterdam’s largest 
care provider.

“into.care® is the first mobile software to deliver real-time 
insights into care and business processes for all care 
organisations in our portfolio. It allows me and my quality 
coordinators to neatly design, track and 
improve quality of care throughout the whole 

Rotterdam’s largest care provider (5000+ beds) has care activities in home 
care, residential nursing homes and elderly day care. This complex 
intersection of activities left this group clueless on billed activities. After a 
financial audit it became clear this care organisation was missing up to 
$700.000 in revenue on a monthly basis. With its task oriented mobile 
application into.care® is able to track every performed task - especially the 
unplanned tasks - so that this Dutch care provider gets a grip on EBITDA. Its 
transparent dashboard allows to track performance of every facility.  

Patrick Henry

VP of Operations


This Dutch care organization was 
using a mix of paper and outdated 
software to run their care process.  

The problem: No real time overview 
on performed tasks and thus different 
standards of care without a clear view 
on EBITDA.
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Controlled 
EBITDA 
100% 

Applying one 
care standard 

for all care 
facilities

Care to know how we can help 
optimising EBITDA and equalise 

quality throughout your care 
facilities? 

Get in touch via hi@into.care

We first met the Managing Director of this Dutch care group when he 
found out the organization was missing out on a six figure revenue every 
month. His directors had no overview of the performed work throughout 
the organization. What was even worse, he had no idea how to equalize 
the standard of care through his different care facilities (quality indicators). 

In a first phase, the care staff will be equipped with the intuitive into.care® 
smartphone application. Users will be able to easily log care tasks and 
document the treatment plan. With one click of the button, executives are 
able to aggregate all data and get a clear view total revenues from the 
related care tasks. 

In a second phase, the into.care® cloud portal will allow analysts and 
executives to remotely follow up on the quality indicators they set out for 
the different care facilities. Lagging care facilities will be helped to apply 
the same standard of care as top performing care facilities 

By equipping care staff with a smartphone and the into.care® application, 
management immediately gets a 100% view on the care tasks performed 
by their employees. In no time, EBITDA reflected the real activities of the 
care group and Quality Directors got the right tool to monitor and adjust 
their quality policy. 


